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  Meetings 2022

September 28, 2022  7 p.m. It will be at the home of Margaret Dunn, 463 Sundance Drive,
Richland. Randy Vessey is going to bring his Coronation series.  The recent APS magazine features
Collecting the British Empire. 1.  President’s discussion of news related to philately in the Pacific
Northwest.    2.  Roundtable discussion of member news and/or show—tell.

Joint Meeting with Spokane Club - Ritzville

It was a small meeting, 2 from tri cities and 6 from Spokane.  A program from Spokane and a
small auction.  However, the meeting was fun and gave everyone a chance to talk about their
stamp adventures. Hope for a better showing next year, if there is interest. 

2022 Apple Harvest Stamp Show
Inland Empire Philatelic Society

Saturday - September 24 - 10 AM - 5 PM
Sunday - September 25 - 10 AM - 4 PM

Spokane Valley Eagles
16801 E. Sprague

Spokane Valley, WA
(Just East and Behind Sun Rentals)

email: ickyburg@comccast.net
Free Parking - Free Admission

A friend of  Dan’s inherited a substantial collection of MNH US commemorative stamps. A
dealer who told him he wasn't interested in buying it, so he asked me to find a good home for it. 
He’s happy to share it with other club members.  Stamps are in singles, blocks of 4, and plate
blocks.  Scott numbers range from 551 to about 2600, nearly complete from about 500 to 1500,
spotty on either end.  

If members have any holes in their collections in that range, send me your want list 
 dlherting@gmail.com and I'll see what I can fill.  Specify single, block, or plate block (or all
three).  Some of those early stamps (553 to 562) have relatively high catalog values, so people
might consider a donation to the owner for those, like 10-20% of Scott.

I forgot to mention, there are a few airmails included,  ranging from C10 to C81, but far from
complete.  (Sorry, no Zeppelins.)
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Stamp Collecting

Stamp collecting is generally accepted as one of the areas that make up the wider subject of
philately, which is the study of stamps. A philatelist may, but does not have to, collect stamps. It
is not uncommon for the term philatelist to be used to mean a stamp collector. Many casual
stamp collectors accumulate stamps for sheer enjoyment and relaxation without worrying about
the tiny details. The creation of a large or comprehensive collection, however, generally requires
some philatelic knowledge and will usually contain areas of philatelic studies.

Postage stamps are often collected for their historical value and geographical aspects and also for
the many subjects depicted on them, ranging from ships, horses, and birds to kings, queens and
presidents.[2]

Sales of postage stamps are an important source of income for some countries whose stamp
issues may exceed their postal needs, but have designs that appeal to many stamp collectors.

Queen Victoria's profile was a staple on 19th century stamps of the
British Empire, shown here on a half-penny stamp of the Falkland
Islands, 1891.

Equipment
A few basic items of equipment are recommended for proper stamp
collection. Stamp tongs help to handle stamps safely, a magnifying glass
helps in viewing fine details and an album is a convenient way to store
stamps. The stamps need to be attached to the pages of the album in
some way, and stamp hinges are a cheap and simple way to do this.
However, hinging stamps can damage them, thus reducing their value; today many collectors
prefer more expensive hingeless mounts. Issued in various sizes, these are clear, chemically
neutral thin plastic holders that open to receive stamps and are gummed on the back so that they
stick to album pages. Another alternative is a stock book, where the stamps drop into clear
pockets without the need for a mount. Stamps should be stored away from light, heat and
moisture or they will be damaged.

Stamps can be displayed according to the collector's wishes, by country, topic, or even by size,
which can create a display pleasing to the eye. There are no rules and it is entirely a matter for the
individual collector to decide. Albums can be commercially purchased, downloaded or created by
the collector. In the latter cases, using acid free paper provides better long-term stamp protection.

How to determine the grade of philatelic items?
You can also refer to an old stamp price guide that is usually sold at philatelic shops. To
determine the grade of philatelic items it is important to determine their centering. It is made in
order to see if a stamp’s design is balanced in relation to its other parts, such as the margin and
the vignette.

Stamps Issued

Since the United States Post Office issued its first stamp in 1847, over 4,000 stamps have been
issued and over 800 people featured. Many of these people (especially the earlier Presidents)
have been featured on multiple stamps. Most every one was deceased at the time their face
appeared on a stamp.
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Marcophily

A study of the postmarks of Prague between 1850 and 1888.
Marcophily, occasionally called Marcophilately, is the specialized study and collection of
postmarks, cancellations and postal markings applied by hand or machine on mail that passes
through a postal system and applied by the postal operator through whose domain they pass.
Commatology was a term used prior to World War II but is rarely used today.

Marcophilists are more interested in the details, style and design of the markings than why and
where a letter was sent. Large cities that have many post offices offer great study opportunities
due to the vast range of hand stamps or machine cancellations in use over any time period. It
offers vast study areas to select a topic from for study or collection.

While strictly speaking it is not a postal history topic it can be collected and studied as such.

A study of the postmarks of Prague between 1850 and 1888.

Margin
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What is a wing margin on a stamp?
Wing margins: Sheets of stamps may be made up of two or more panes with a narrow gutter
between them. Wing marginal stamps are those positioned on the edge of the gutter and have an
extended margin on one side. Such stamps were once seen as less desirable but are now of
similar value to normal stamps of the same design.

What is margin in postcards?
Margin: The unprinted edging which surrounds or divides a sheet of stamps. Maximum card: A
picture postcard often with a stamp and cancellation which is relevant to the actual picture on the
card Miniature sheet: A small sheet of one or several stamps which are usually decorative

How are stamps arranged in a catalog?
Most catalogs are arranged by country and within country by type of stamp (such as regular,
airmail or postage due) and date of issue. Look at the first few pages of a catalogue for
information on how to use it.

What is a special greeting stamp?
Greetings stamp: A stamp intended for use on a birthday card or other mail specifically for a
special greeting Grill: This series of small dots is embossed on a stamp to allow ink from the
postmark to sink in and prevent the stamp being cleaned and reused

MAIL BOXES

Remember!
You are not fully dressed until
you have put on a smile.

It’s a Fact!
You don’t get dizzy doing a
good turn.

Dreams!
The best way to make your
dreams come true is to wake up.

Richard M. Nixon stamp, released 1995
Although Nixon had resigned in disgrace in 1974, when threatened with impeachment, the
former president was honored with a stamp after his death, as all presidents are by tradition. 

The stamp was predictably unpopular and the butt of endless jokes; as a newspaper columnist
remarked, “this is one guy whose backside I do not care to lick” (self-adhesive stamps wouldn’t
become common until 2002). 

Sales picked up a bit, however, when a clever entrepreneur issued an envelope that made it look
as if Nixon was behind bars.
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Postage Due Stamps

   
US#J1 – Australia duplicated this design for its first postage due stamp in 1902!

On March 3, 1879, an Act of Congress authorized the use of Postage Due stamps. These stamps
were unique, since they were the first US stamps that didn’t prepay for the delivery of
mail. Instead, they denoted the amount of postage to be collected by the person receiving the mail
because it was insufficiently prepaid.

  
US # J32 – An 1894 stamp printed by the BEP.

In 1855, prepayment of postage was made mandatory. If letters didn’t have sufficient postage,
postal clerks would hand write the amount due on the envelope.  There was no accountability for
greedy clerks who would collect more than was due and pocket the difference. The solution to
the problem was Postage Due stamps.  Each postmaster had to balance his books between the
value of the Postage Due stamps used and the money collected.

US #J69 illustrates the change in design that began in 1930.

The first issues were printed by the American Bank Note Company and were released on July 1,
1879. Unlike regular postage stamps that paid for the delivery of mail, they denoted the amount
of postage due on mail that was insufficiently prepaid. This amount was paid not by the sender,
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but rather by the recipient of the letter.  Insufficient payment may have been because the letter
was heavier than the sender realized, and they had not put enough postage on it to cover the extra
weight. The stamps were also used on advertised letters or unpaid ship or steamboat letters.

US # J79– Beginning in 1931, Postage Dues were printed on the Rotary Press.

Designed solely for functional purposes, the stamps were plain with large numerals indicating the
amount to be paid.  For twenty-five years, this design remained unchanged – although the colors
varied from a brown to red brown to a deep red.
In 1894, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) took over the contract for producing the
Postage Due stamps, and the design changed slightly.  While the early issues featured the
numeral in an oval, these new releases had the value figure in a diamond. Additionally, while the
first stamps were produced on unwatermarked paper, the following year they began using
watermarked paper.

US #J89– The first of two-color printings introduced in 1959.

In 1930, the BEP changed the designs so that the numerals were featured in a half-circle. The
following year, the BEP changed the format of some of the stamps slightly – a horizontal format
was used as opposed to the vertical one used previously. Stamps were also printed on the rotary
press at this time.

US #J104– The final Postage Due stamp issued in 1985.
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In 1959, the Postage Due stamps were printed in two colors for the first time. The designs of
these issues were similar to the 1930-31 stamps.  However, the border and background were
printed in a carmine rose, while the numerals were printed in black. In addition to the color
change, new values were also used. In 1985, full prepayment of postage was required, and
Postage Due stamps were discontinued.
Parcel Postage Due
Effective January 1, 1913, the US Post Office offered parcel delivery. Parcel Postage Due stamps
paid the makeup fee for underpaid packages. At the end of six months, the Parcel Posts (and
Parcel Post Due stamps) were replaced with ordinary postage stamps.

US #JQ1– One of the few Parcel Post Due stamps that were in use for just six months in 1913.

Australia First Airmail

The first official air mail in Australia was carried by French pilot Maurice Guillaux. On July
16–18, 1914, he flew his Blériot XI aircraft from Melbourne to Sydney, a distance of 584 miles
(940 km), carrying 1785 specially printed postcards, some Lipton's Tea and some O.T. Lemon
juice. At the time, this was the longest such flight in the world.

There were many important flow-on effects from the first successful flight from England to
Australia, by Captain Ross Smith and crew, in 1919. This epic flight half-way around the world
provided the stimulus for regular international air travel and for new air routes for transport,
communication and defense, and was the catalyst for the development of domestic air routes
across northern Australia. A survey of the race route had even led to the first transcontinental
flight by Captain Henry Wrigley and Sergeant Arthur Murphy. The epic flight also stimulated
civil aviation in Australia more generally, including the establishment of Qantas in November
1920, by (among others) decorated aviator Lieutenant Hudson Fysh, who had greeted Ross Smith
and his crew when they landed in Fannie Bay, Darwin, on 10 December 1919. The flight also
helped to bridge the “tyranny of distance” between the new nation of Australia and the rest of the
world.

This was also the first occasion that mail had reached Australia by overseas air. When the
Vickers Vimy left England, on board was a bag of mail for delivery in Australia. Mail was also
handed in at points along the route including Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Persia, Pakistan, India, Burma,
Singapore and Indonesia.
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Post Mark Collectors Club February 1992

Profane Postmark Slips Into Mail Stream

Has anyone in PMCC come into possession of the “nasty cancel” that came out of
Columbus, Ohio in December?

A worker testing an optical scanner at the main downtown post office typed in a rather
unpleasant tow-word phrase as part of the test then was called away to another job before
removing it and replacing it with the customary city, state, zip code and date.

As a result, 10,000 to 12,000 pieces of mail t 1/4 inches tall or larger were imprinted with
the spray-on cancel before it was noticed.  That is a tiny fraction of the five million pieces of mail
the post office processed that day.

An item in Linn’s Stamp News speculated that covers bearing the words could be worth
well over $1 to $5 each that one stamp dealer estimated as their value.  

Reports also said the worker could be disciplined, although he told his supervisors he was trained
by his superiors to use that phrase when he tested the equipment.

Can these be found today?  What is their value?
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